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ClearOne Introduces New ClearPresence(TM) Series Media Cart

The ClearPresence Dual Media Cart is a stylish and elegant way to fully-integrate a custom conferencing 
system into a complete solution.

SALT LAKE CITY, June 11 /PRNewswire-FirstCall/ -- ClearOne (Nasdaq: CLRO), the leading global provider of audio 
conferencing products, today announced the ClearPresence Dual Media Cart, a new stylish addition to ClearOne's line of 
durable media carts.

The simple lines and refined design will transform an existing meeting room into a productive conferencing and collaboration 
space. The ClearPresence Dual Media Cart accommodates two 42" to 50" flat screen monitors for video and audio 
conferencing systems. The integrated rack system with easy access to both the front and rear of the equipment simplifies the 
installation and configuration of the system. 

The ClearPresence media cart is designed for strength, reliability and constructed of steel with a high gloss black finish and 
stainless steel accents. Included are two universal mounts for flat screen monitors and an adjustable mount for a high definition 
videoconferencing camera. The ClearPresence Dual Media Cart is ideal for corporate meeting rooms, courtrooms, training 
rooms, and video conferencing rooms.

"ClearOne's ClearPresence Series media cart makes it easier and more convenient to conference. It is designed to be highly 
durable and functional while also providing the style and elegance required for the most sophisticated settings," said Scott 
Woolley, Director, Product Marketing Professional Audio Products, at ClearOne.

You can see the new ClearPresence Dual Media Cart at InfoComm, June 17-19, 2009 in Orlando, Florida where ClearOne will 
be exhibiting at booth #5951.

About ClearOne

ClearOne Communications Inc. is a communications solutions company that develops and sells audio conferencing systems 
and related products for audio, video and web conferencing applications. The reliability, flexibility and performance of 
ClearOne's comprehensive solutions create a natural communications environment that saves organizations time and money 
by enabling more effective and efficient communication. For additional information, access www.clearone.com. 
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